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President George Bush  
Commander-in-Chief  
United States of America  
The White House

Dear President Bush:

You and Secretary Baker, other advisors, the Allied Heads of State and their diplomats are to be roundly commended for your balanced and united response to the Iraqi crisis.

Perhaps no sane person on Earth truly envies your job at this moment.
We wish to encourage you further in maximizing the potential for communication and cooperation with other world leaders in this situation, rather than acting unilaterally, if possible.

Perhaps this is an opportunity for you to call for a more effective global security structure, as advocated in the Star Alliance Declaration of Peace. With a global system in place, empowered with real authority and power, neither the primary nor the ultimate burden of enforcement of international law would ever fall again on one, or two, or even twenty nations, by default.

We must quickly put the days of the "Wild West" behind us all.
In the meantime, good luck and good judgement to you always.
We are yours for a safe world of peace, freedom and progress.

Yours faithfully,

Peter Bruce DuMont  
Co-Founder  
Robert Witt Downing  
Chairman  
Ernest Daniel Siravo  
Co-Founder
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
ORM OPTICAL DISK NETWORK
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Comments:


☆ STAR ALLIANCE UNIVERSAL ☆
DECLARATION OF PEACE
COMMUNICATION ☆ COOPERATION ☆ CELEBRATION ☆ UNITY ☆ FREEDOM

We, the People of All Nations,
Celebrate and Renew, Each and Every Day, Everlasting Hope, Respect and Commitment
to One Another for Peace, Freedom, Understanding, Friendship, and Cooperation in Unity
for Social Responsibility!

United in Peace, We Achieve Mutual Security.
Secure Together, We Are Truly Free. Established In Cooperative Freedom, Understanding
and Love, We Will Create a Brilliant Future – Far Surpassing Our Dreams!

We Will Reach Our Highest Goals – Individually
and Universally – by Continually Elevating the Quality of Life for Everyone, Everywhere!

Therefore, Let Us All Resolve:
To Apply Our Time, Talent and Resources – Everywhere and Without Exceptions –
to Positive and Constructive Purposes!

☆ Together in Harmony, May We Always:
☆ Communicate, Cooperate, and Celebrate – for Peace, Prosperity, and Happiness! ☆

☆ Expand Our Awareness and Broaden Our Vision to Enjoy
Our Diversities and Cherish the Deeper Unity of Life.

☆ Respect for All Others the Same Universal Rights
We Claim for Ourselves.

☆ Recognize and Honor Our Mutual Interests In the Health,
Integrity and Happiness of Each and All.

☆ Create and Practice Responsible Citizennships and Just
Laws, with Equal Opportunity at Every Level.

☆ Communicate, Reconcile, and Forgive Conflicts Peacefully, for Mutual
Progress – With Patience, Honesty, Fairness, and Compassion.

☆ Pursue and Enjoy Lifelong, Inspiring Education for All,
To Develop Our Highest Human Potentials.

☆ Safeguard Our Precious Natural Resources and Environments.

☆ Apply the Powers of Science and Technology for Peace.

☆ Create and Fulfill Our Agreements with Peaceful Integrity,
Cooperating Creatively in Every Field and Walk of Life.

☆ Celebrate Our Achievements and Traditions Together,
for Maximum Mutual Enrichment.

☆ We, the People, Must Forever Redefine Power –
From Brute Force and Coercion – to the Lasting Strength of High Standards and Ethical Will!

Let Us Ally Ourselves – Universally – to Create
and Forever Sustain a Non-Factional, Open Participation, Citizens' Media-and-Cooperation
Network – Employing the Power of Media to Enhance the Power of Peace! And Let Us
Together, Peacefully Design, Implement, Support and Assure: Simply Effective Systems
of Universal Justice ★ Ecology ★ Health ★ Education ★ Communications ★ Transportation ★
Agriculture ★ Commerce ★ Administration and Security; Expressing and Safeguarding Our
Shared, Progressive Ideals! So May We Ever Increase Mutual Appreciation, Understanding,
Snare, progressive ideals! So may we ever increase Mutual Appreciation, Understanding, and Rapport; Uplift Our Quality of Life; Reconcile Conflicts Quickly and Effectively, with Honor; Explore New Frontiers Together; and Maintain Active Citizenship and Friendly Relations Among All Our Magnificent Peoples!

Together, We Create Our Future! Therefore, Let Us Welcome it Always – United in Responsible Friendship, Freedom, Cooperation, Understanding and Peace!
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